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Patterson: An Objective Approach to the Study of Certain Emotions

AN OBJECTIVE APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF
CERTAIN EMOTIONS
EMILY PA:I'TERSON

Last year a qualitative and quantitative study of the emotions
was made, emphasizing those of fear and startle. On theoretical
grounds the emotion which seemed naturally to follow these was
surprise, for often the emotion of surprise was closely allied in the
introspective reports and in the technical procedure of arousing
the several emotions. In the literature little is said about surprise.
Almost always it is described as a comparatively mild emotion.
Watson does not mention it among his primary emotions and few
other authors consider it among the important emotions. In popular literature, however, the word is frequently found and has
many shades of meaning, from a very mild emotion to a very
powerful one. In scientific literature on the emotions, on the
other hand, the following distinctions were found. Darwin1 describes the expression accompanying the emotion of surprise. The
eyebrows are raised, eyes and mouth are wide open. The sudden
shock is followed by immobility. Surprise, he says, is excited by
something unexpected or unknown. Of bodily gestures he says
that the open hands are often raised high above the head or that
the arms are bent only to the level of the head. Bain 2 says that
novelty is followed by surprise, or the shock of what is both novel
and unexpected. In surprise there is an element of contradiction.
The excitement is neutral. He calls surprise a "transition emotion." Martineau 3 states that "Nothing excites surprise. except
what is contrary to a prior expectation, and breaks in upon an
ideal order already established." Ribot 4 classes surprise as an
"intellectual sentiment" and says "It is a special emotional state
which cannot be traced back to any other, consisting of a shock,
a disadaptation. In my opinion, its special and peculiar character
lies in its being without contents, without object save a relation.
Its material is a relation, a transition between two states - a mere ·
1 Darwin, C. The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals. Xew York,
Appleton, 1873, pp. 278-282'.
2 Bain, A. The Emotions and the Will. N cw York, Appleton, 1888, p. 85.
3 Martineau, J. Types of Ethical Theory. :lfacmillan, 1886, Vol. II, p. 152.
4 Ribot, T. The Psychology of the Emoticns. Xew York, Scribner's, 1897, p. 369.
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movement of mind, and nothing more." He gives the physiological accompaniments as pulsation of the heart and acceleration of
the respiratory movements. Bentley" writes, "\Vundt distinguishes
such emotions as rise quickly and fall slowly (e.g., surprise at a
sudden loud sound) from those which rise slowly and fall quickly
(as hope or sorrow)."
From these theoretical distinctions we see that surprise is always
caused by something novel or unexpected. Or, in the well known
words of Royce, "Surprise is caused by a sudden shifting of the
universe of discourse." Our situations were created with this in
mind. One of the first situations used was to lead 0 to expect
punishment and give him candy instead. This was accomplished
by giving 0 a list of questions to answer with the threat of punishment for each wrong answer. At the end of the list E said, "Get
ready for an electric shock," and then quickly passed a box of
candy to 0. Other situations of surprise that were usecl are: A
piece of music was played and during a soft passage a whistle was
blown, a weight dropped, or a clatter made. 0 was told to look
through a book of artistic prints clone in soft sepias. Among these
paintings a gaudy cover design from the magazine Judge was inserted. 0 turned to this unexpectedly after looking at several of
the prints. E talked to 0 in a pleasant tone of voice about things
in which 0 was interested, then changed his tone of voice quickly
and severely criticized 0. A very easy way to obtain the emotion
of surprise, with unsophisticated Os, was by means of the well
known optical illusions. One which we used was to ask 0 what
coin would just cover the word "cigarettes" on a package of
"Camels." The Os frequently answered "a quarter," and when
they were shown that even a clime was too large, they all reported
surprise.
In order to use as many different sense departments as possible,
other situations were created. In the following situations 0 was
blindfolded. E said "Take a piece of candy from this jar." The
jar actually contained soap. For taste E gave 0 a piece of candy.
\Vhen 0 finished it, E said, "Have another piece," and put a chunk
of cotton into O's month. To obtain surprise through the sense of
smell, E selected from a large assortment of smells some very
pleasant ones and passed them below O's nose. E asked O he-r
favorite perfume, ancl when 0 said what it was. E looked through
the bottles for it and said, "It isn't here, but here is some heliotrope," and passed it below O's nose. Then E said, "O, I missed
G

Bentley, ~L
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it, here is your favorite," and passed some very unpleasant odor,
e.g., asafoetida, below O's nose.
Of course we could not use surprise situations only, since the
Os would expect to be surprised and would anticipate the stimulus. This would entirely contradict the purpose of the experiment.
Therefore some other emotional stimuli were occasionally introduced. For the pleasant emotions we played the records of O's
choice, showed 0 pictures, read jokes and pleasant stories, or tole!
0 a bit of good news about his work. To produce unpleasant emotions we used threat of punishment, or actual punishment, such as
an electric shock, also lists of questions which 0 must answer, and
gruesome stories from newspapers or books.
The apparatus which was used for recording the effects of the
various stimuli was a Leeds and Northrup galvanometer, of improved pattern and a high degree of sensitivity. To the O's left
hand were fastened two calomel electrodes, devised at this university, which prevent polarization. \Vires led from these electrodes
to a \Vheatstone bridge, where the bodily resistance could be
balanced out. In order to reduce the swings of the galvanometer,
the A.l\I. of the swings for each 0 was multiplied by the resistance
as measured by the \Vheatstone bridge. Smith 6 justifies the use of
this technique for the comparison of the psychogalvanic reflex for
different Os. After the galvanometric deflection was brought back
to zero, a normal series was given and the bridge rebalanced. Directions were read to 0, as follows :
"Make yourself comfortable and sit quietly. Attend to whatever
happens, as you will be asked afterwards to give a report of how
each situation affected you. Take note of the kind of feeling produced, its intensity and duration. ::\ote also associated ideas and
imagery and physical or physiological changes, as muscle strains
and relaxations and their location, dryness of throat, moistness of
palms, organic sensations, etc."
Then the stimuli were given, and a reader recorclecl the gavanometric deflections on a revolving drum on which were also
recorded a time line, with an interruption for every two seconds, a
stimulus line and a breathing curve.
After the experimental period 0 gave introspective reports,
naming each emotion. 2\Iost of our Os were advanced students
who were familiar with the terminology of emotions. \Ve were
6 Smith, \V. \Y.
Appendix II.
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therefore able to verify our situations in order to see whether an
emotion intended by our procedure was actually aroused.
The nature of the psychogalvanic curve accompanying the emotion of surprise, seems from preliminary indications to be abrupt
like that of startle, but with a quicker return to normal than the
curve of startle. The swing with surprise is seldom as great as
that accompanying startle.
In terms of the introspective reports of our trained observers,
we have obtained the following preliminary mental picture.·'
1. Kinaesthetic sensations centering around catching of the
breath, usually followed by quick expulsion, are mentioned specifically by S out of 7 Os. In fear the breathing has a tendency to
be shallow and rapid for a prolonged period. and in startle there
is a quick catching and the breath is held for a comparatively long
period.
2. In general the kinaesthetic pattern changes in surprise, e.g.,
relaxation to tension or tension to relaxation. In most instances the
pattern is not nearly so large or so intense as in fear or startle.
Some surprise, we found, borders on startle and we therefore
obtained a kinaesthetic.pattern which corresponds to that of startle.
In surprise, however, there is no impulse to "run away" as in fear
and startle.
3. Organic sensations are reported with large individual differences. Many emotions, curiously enough from our results to date,
seem to have no organic background.
4. The secretions reported are not uniform, both dryness and
moisture being mentioned. Frequently there is no report of change
in secretions. Dryness of throat and mouth predominates with
unpleasant surprise, as it does with some other unpleasant emotions, e.g., fear and anger.
S. If surprise involves embarrassment (being caught unawares)
warmth sensations result in some cases.
6. Ideas, in the main, are verbal, and consist of brief phrases.
Sometimes, however, there is a verbal blocking.
STATE UNIVERSITY oF IowA,
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CITY,
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7 Two comments made by observers give us some light on the nature ot the emotion of surprise. One observer made the statement: "Lack of harmony with the rest
of the environment, but with no implied harm, gives surprise." A.nother O said: "I
was surprised. I tried to do something with the situation, but was unsnccessful." This
last checks with Ribot's statement that surprise is disadaptation.
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